
We offer a wide variety of items for the
Do – It – Yourselfer in you!

 Free Same Day Shipping
 Free Technical Support
 30 Day Returns
 Large Selection at Great Prices!

Spring/Summer 2013
Featured Products



Automatic Shut off Valves

Shop our wide selection of water shutoff products. We carry units for both residential and
commercial applications. Wired, wireless, or Z-wave, we have something to fit every application!

Floodstop Shutoff Valves

Automatically shuts off the water supply to Washing Machine, Water Heater, Ice Maker, Sink,
Toilet, Dishwasher, or the whole house and sounds an alarm. Water is detected by a sensor that
triggers the valves to shut off the water supply. Floodstop comes in a wired and wireless model to
fit your application.

WaterCop Shutoff Valves

The WaterCop electric valve should be installed on your main water line. When the valve closes, it
protects everything downstream from possible flooding. The WaterCop flood sensors are battery (AC
optional) operated flood sensors with wireless transmitters. Strategically place sensors in areas that
you would like to continuously monitor for flooding. WaterCop also offers a single point wired unit, or
for the home automation do-it-yourselfer, there is also a Z-wave model.

Pool Alarms & Gadgets

While gearing up for the summer you may realize that there are not enough safety measures in
place to assure the safety of your loved ones. Take a look at our large selection of water safety
items including Pool Alarms, Gate Alarms, Pool Fencing, and even water safety items for your
pets!

Inground and Above Ground Pool Alarms

Pool alarms come with several different features to fit various situations and to meet various codes all
across the US. We have several comprehensive comparison charts to assist you in making the
correct choice to fit all your needs and wants. Pool alarms provide a peace of mind that you have
taken that extra step to protect your loved ones. Combined with a gate alarm and a Safety Turtle you
will have layers of protection!

Safety Turtle Personal Immersion Alarms

A last layer of protection for children near water! Safety Turtle provides continuous protection to the
wearer. A loud alarm instantly sounds at the Base Station when the Turtle is immersed in water.
The alarm continues to sound until it is reset. A Safety Turtle personal alarm can also accompany a
child/pet on vacation or on visits to a boat, cottage or another pool, where unfamiliar surroundings and less security
add risk. The Immersion Alarm may also be used in conjunction with a Wireless Gate Alarm which helps enhance the
security of a safety fence.

Pool Fencing

The Lifesaver Systems Pool Fence is the perfect choice for anyone who wants to buy a pool fence for a
significant savings of the cost by installing it themselves. Designed specifically for do-it-yourself
installation, Lifesaver Systems Pool Fence, manufactured with the highest quality components, will
provide years of peace of mind and make your home a safer place for children. Lifesaver Systems Pool
Fence is sold totally assembled in convenient 12 foot long sections for easy installation and removal.
Each section includes the necessary latch, deck sleeves, and deck caps, as well as a template for fast and easy
installation.



Independent Living Aids

Our families’ safety and well being is always a top priority in our lives. With our Independent Living
Aids section you can find a wide variety of items to assist you in taking care of your aging parents
while giving them their much desired sense of independence. We offer products such as amplified
phones, remote thermostats, automatic pill dispensers, emergency response systems, TV Ears,
and many more items to protect and assist your loved ones.

Emergency Response Systems

Whether you are a senior living alone, or an adult caring for others with needs, emergency alert
systems are simply a must-have. A simple fall or sudden illness can cause tremendous harm for
anyone who cannot help themselves in the event of a fall or illness and needs immediate assistance.
The Guardian Alert 911, and The Freedom Alert are two-way communication devices that do not
require any monthly fees, long-term contract commitments or hidden costs. The tiny pendant worn by
the user immediately dials either a 911 operator or a loved one, (based on which system you choose), when needed.
Both units are two-way communication devices that permit talking to the person dialed.

TVEars TV Sound Amplifier System

The TV Ears system works with most TVs and has a range up to 600 square feet. With TV Ears,
the TV volume can be lowered or muted without affecting the TV Ears system volume. The TV Ears
3.0 TV amplifier system features a wireless headset receiver and base. TV Ears headsets feature
the patented Comply Foam TV Ears Tips, providing an acoustically sealed chamber within the ear
that reduces room noise to provide outstanding word clarity for TV dialog.

Pet Care, Safety & Training
We offer many products to help you in the training, care and safety of your pets. Our selection
includes many products to include automatic feeding and watering bowls, automatic pet doors,
bark collars, pet cameras, and much more.

Wireless and In-ground Pet Fences

Training your new puppy to stay in the yard could prove a difficult task indeed! With our choices of either a buried in-
ground fence or a wireless fence, you can improve your results in this task quickly and have the peace of mind that
your new family member will play safely in your yard. These systems are expandable to fit your needs by either
adding an additional collar for another dog or even a cat, or add more wire for a larger yard and the wireless units
have various boundary settings.

Water Safety Products for Pets

From pet collar immersion pool alarms to boat ramps, we have many ways to protect your furry friend from
the dangers of the deep blue! Our Safety Turtle Pet Collar pool alarm will alert you if your pet falls into the
pool. We also offer pool stairs, water ramps, boat ladders, and even a selection of dog life jackets.
Take a look at our selection so Fido can have fun in the sun with you this summer!

GPS Locators & Pet Tracking

Going for a hike, walk, or run with you best furry bud? Worried he may stray as is his nature?
Check out our selection of locators and trackers. Microchipping your pet works once your dog is
found and taken to a vet for scanning but what if you can put a device on your pet to assist you to
find them within minutes of them getting out of your site? We offer several devices from tracking collars
to a simple flashing light so you can spot Spot.



Going Green!

Save money and the planet all with the use of a few simple products! You can monitor energy
usage throughout your house either locally or online depending on your product choice. Products
range from electricity monitors and water monitors, to surge suppressors that save you money
and energy! Take a look at our Home and Garden section and see how much green you can save!

Kill A Watt Electricity Usage Monitor

Electricity bills are rising. Now you can cut down on costs and find out what appliances are actually
worth keeping plugged in. Simply connect these appliances to the Kill A Watt, and it will assess how
efficient they really are. Large LCD display will count consumption by the Killowatt-hour, the same
as your local utility. You can calculate your electrical expenses by the day, week, month, even an
entire year. With the amazing Kill A Watt you'll know "Watts" killing you.

Save A Drop

Is your water bill out of control? Part of the problem could be that you’re over-watering your garden!
Now you can take control of both with the unique Save A Drop Water Meter. Simply attach and the
easy to read meter shows you how much water you’re using. It accurately measures both single
watering use as well as cumulative water usage to accurately meet your garden’s (and wallet’s)
needs. It’s perfect for your home, garden, koi ponds, and greenhouse watering needs. The Save A
Drop Green Nozzle garden sprayer helps you conserve water by showing you how much you’re
using. Knowing the consumption of your plants, ponds and car wash needs might just be enough to convince you to
save water throughout your house.

Energy Saving Charging Station

These charging stations were designed so you can set all of your rechargeable battery powered
devices to charge without the fear of wasting energy. The SPG3 & LPG3 Charging Stations prevent
idle power loss and overcharging due to fully charged devices still being plugged in. When the last
device is fully charged and stops drawing power, the Charging Station will notice the same level of
power draw when there was nothing charging and automatically shut off the Charging Station to
prevent idle power loss. All of this and you are still getting a top of the line surge protector.

Barbeque (BBQ) Tools & Gadgets

Barbequing, a favorite summer pastime! With the technology available today you can be the
master chef with the gadgets we offer! We have several thermometers that will provide the
temperature, sound an alarm or even talk to you! Take a look at our BBQ category and you can be
the next grill master in your home or at least your chicken won’t be overcooked.

Wireless Talking BBQ/Oven Thermometer w/ Alarm

No need to wait by the grill to find out when dinner is ready—this wireless thermometer verbally
alerts you when the meat has reached the perfect temperature. Program your choice of eight
entrées, choose the doneness desired and you're good to grill.

BBQ Accessory Kit

Made of stainless steel and durable rubber, our BBQ Accessory Kit includes the five indispensable tools
for grilling —a spatula for flipping, tongs for spearing and turning, a basting brush, grill cleaning brush,
and Maverick’s ET-64 Fast Read Redi-Fork Pro LCD Thermometer. Each tool comes with stainless steel
hanging loops for added convenience.



Driveway Alarms & Alerts

Living in a rural area can lead to vulnerability of intrusions or unwanted visitors. With a driveway
alert you will be alerted to the presence of someone approaching. Not home? There is a variety of
models from magnetometers to hoses to simple weather proof motion sensors.

Wireless Break Beam Sensor Kit

Secure the perimeter around your property or home by installing the Dakota Alert 2500 Wireless Break
Beam Sensor Kit. Together, the pair of solar-powered break beam sensors creates an infrared cross
beam and detects any intruder that passes through the beam area. When a beam is broken, the
sensors signal the receiver to alert you, helping you keep your home safe and secure.

Motion Alert

The DCMA-2500 is a feature filled wireless motion detector/receiver kit with a half-mile radio range.
The motion detecting sensor operates on one 9-volt battery and will detect a person or vehicle
passing to about 50 feet away. The sensor will then send a signal back to the receiver up to a half-
mile away. The receiver has four form “C” relay outputs and one 12VDC output. The receiver will play
one of four different tunes that are selected at the transmitter so that different zones can be
distinguished.

Wireless Security

A Do-It-Yourself full-featured wireless security system can provide invaluable
security protection for your home while on vacation or for your vacation home.
We offer a variety of systems that you can install and monitor all by yourself! No
monthly monitoring fees! Take a look at our selection that includes the Wisdom
Wireless Security System, Safety Technologies Burglar Stopper, Securityman
Inc’s Air Alarm, several Skylink systems, and more!

Remote Thermostat Control

Want to control your air conditioner at home or at the beach house? Need to monitor humidity?
Have a summer rental property and want to make sure the air is
turned down when the renters leave? We have several products
that will help you achieve these results and much more. The
Bayweb Internet Thermostat is a full featured internet thermostat
that will give you full control over the web and you can even add
sensors for more control or property protection. We also offer
phone controlled thermostats that allow you control and alerts as
well. Call our Sales team today and we will direct you to the set up that best fits your needs and
budget!



No Landline? No Problem!

Cellular Terminals

We have several different terminals to fit your needs. Choosing a cellular solution will be based on

your cellular provider. The Axesstel TX240G is a Verizon terminal that provides a dial tone through

Verizon so you can plug in a phone, dialer, heat alarm, flood alarm, or just about anything that

would call out using a phone line! We also have an AT&T/T-Mobile terminal as well as a low cost

Bluetooth Cellular interface.

Free Technical Support - Free Same Day Shipping - Friendly &
Knowledgeable Staff

We are proud to offer quality products that provide security and safety for your family, home, and
business.

Our products offer you peace of mind to ensure that your entire family, including pets, children,
and even elderly family members, are safe in and out of the home. Products include Security
Camera Systems, Invisible Fences, GPS Devices, Personal Emergency Response Systems,
Automatic Pill Dispensers with alarms, Amplified Phones, Pool Alarms, and much more! The best
thing about our products is you can Do It Yourself! Need help? We have free technical support to
assist you.

Your property is a valuable investment that should be protected from the dangers of
environmental damage and intrusion. This protection does not have to cost you a fortune in
expensive services, you CAN Do It Yourself! Our DIY products and a minimal investment in
property protection products could save you thousands of dollars in damage. Our products help
prevent property disasters such as floods from frozen pipes or leaking appliances, damage to
property from extreme temperature damage such as freezing or high humidity or heat. Get peace
of mind by protecting your property today.

Contact Us...
Support@diycontrols.com

1-800-487-1363


